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ARO AKIMOTO’S IS A FAMILIAR  

story, a successful executive gives up a 

promising career to pursue a passion. 

But what sets Taro apart is his devotion 

to his work, a mix of integrity and 

curiosity that comes across in every bowl 

of noodles he serves.

Taro has made a home for his ramen on the ground floor corner 

of a nondescript office tower in Brisbane’s central business district. 

On a balmy evening the covered patio is full of Japanese businessmen 

slurping noodles and drinking Asahi. Inside, the pungent, meaty 

aroma of Taro’s signature tonkotsu soup – a deeply flavoursome, 

milky-white broth made from pork bones painstakingly cooked 

over several days – hangs in the air.

It’s not just tonkotsu ramen that comes out of Taro’s kitchen. 

Other traditional ramen styles are also represented: shio (salt), 

shoyu (soy sauce), tsukemen noodles with a rich, salty dipping 

sauce. Each dish has its own style of noodle – thick, thin, curly, 

straight – made in-house by a machine specially imported from 

Japan. Each dish has its own set of toppings: different cuts of pork, 

bamboo shoots here, a pile of spring onions there.

For someone in Taro’s position, it’d be easy enough to take 

shortcuts on authenticity, to substitute where the right ingredients 

are hard to find, to serve bastardised versions of the real thing. But 

Taro’s ramen is about as close as you’ll get in the Southern 

Hemisphere to a taste of a real Japanese ramen-ya. Even the dried 

fish stock is flown in from Japan.

At the same time, Taro is at a crossroads between authenticity and 

innovation, tradition and creativity. Alongside the traditional menu, 

you’ll find an almost-playful series of monthly specials. A black 

truffle ramen with truffle-laced flat noodles and shaved black truffle. 

Tomato ramen, with a thick vegetarian soup. Black tonkotsu ramen 

topped with burnt garlic oil. Prawn bisque ramen. They almost 

always sell out. This is not a man who is about to let himself get 

hemmed in by a stuffy definition of authenticity. He knows better.

Taro wants to make the best ramen in Australia. It seems as 

though he’s well on his way.

How did you make the switch from investment analyst to ramen chef? 

When did you know you wanted to make ramen full-time? 

A combination of things. I have always loved ramen and food in 

general. I always imagined that I would do it in Japan after I retire, 

as I didn’t see too much money in it. 

Then it occurred to me that the level of pursuit, passion and 

precision involved in creating a serious bowl of ramen could be 

justified with a relatively higher price tag here in Australia. 

I was an executive in the resources industry and was fortunate to 

be able to dine around in most restaurants I was interested in as 

part of my job. I saw that the local top tier restaurants had the same 

level of zeal using premium quality produce but there was an almost 

non-existent mid tier restaurant base and the lower priced segment 

had nowhere near the same amount of passion. 

The thought started to grow when a friend from Japan came over 

for holidays and reminded me of how I used to say during university 

that I would one day open up a ramen shop. Then I started to think 

about it and my wife also agreed that there was a demand base and 

that my palate and passion about food was worthy of a shot, even if 

it meant it was throwing away a relatively stable and successful career. 

 

On your blog you talk about how you spent your younger days travelling 

around Japan, tasting different regional styles of ramen. How have those 

experiences influenced your work today?

In two ways. First, it increased my respect for the depth of culture 

and seriousness that each of the various regional authentic styles 

pursue. This is reflected in my pursuit of the perfect southern style 

Kyushu tonkotsu ramen and Tokyo style triple (vegetable, fish and 

chicken) dashi shoyu ramen. I always stay true to the basic rules 

but try to tweak the recipe slightly to make it better. 

And at the same time, it also gave me inspiration that there is so 

much variety and wide tastes that can be explored. This is reflected 

in my enthusiasm to create new recipes.

Do you have a favourite region or city for ramen in Japan?

I am a ramen freak and I love all regional ramens but if I had to 

choose, I would choose Southern Fukuoka (Omuta, Kurume) for 

their strong, heavy style tonkotsu ramen. 

What steps are involved in the process of making, say, your tonkotsu ramen? 

I like to equate ramen to haute cuisine. My tonkotsu soup requires 

sourcing fresh premium pork bones from pigs which have been 

properly bred, fed and handled (from the folks at Bangalow Sweet 

Pork). Cooking it for over three days under constant supervision 

requiring lots of skimming to get rid of blood and smelly impurities, 

stirring so that bones do not burn at the bottom of the pot, and 

straining to capture the essence of the pork inosinic acid umami. 

This is combined with a secret tare (seasoning) which has been 

calculated to create the highest synergic effect to enhance the soup 

by adding natural glutamic acid umami from kelp, and guanylic 



acid umami from shiitake mushrooms. Sound a bit like Heston 

Blumenthal? Well this is nothing special, actually Ramen 101 for a 

ramen geek like me! That is just the soup. 

Noodles. I have to start off by inquiring which supplier treats 

their wheat right – using Australian Prime Hard wheat and milling 

it without any bleaching. The protein content must be reasonably 

high — around 10–11% — and the ash content must be relatively 

low at 0.6–0.4%. 

After sourcing the right flour, the goal with noodles is creating 

as much woven gluten structure as possible. The total amount of 

wheat protein and egg protein is varied in different recipes to 

express various different types of chewiness. Egg has a rubbery 

chewiness and wheat gluten has a more sticky chewiness. The 

amount of moisture added also has a lot to do with the different 

style of texture. The wheat dough mixture is kneaded and carefully 

layered and then rolled so that the noodles are perfectly chewy. It 

takes about three hours to make 150 serves. 

I source organic free range eggs from Country Range Farming 

in the Darling Downs. Every single egg is individually weighed and 

boiled precisely to the second so that the egg white is cooked but 

the yolk is runny. This is marinated in a kelp- and sake-based 

marinade for over eight hours so the flavour seeps in. 

For charsiu I use Bangalow Sweet Pork. As most good chefs 

know, meat must be cooked to the right temperature. Meat starts 

cooking when it exceeds 63 degrees and then as soon as temperature 

exceeds 68 degrees, it starts to break down into tissue and moisture. 

It starts losing juice. Therefore, we bake our charsiu in the oven 

until the centre temperature is higher than 65 degrees, then marinate 

it in a mirin, soy and ginger marinade. The baking takes about 

three hours, the soaking about eight hours. 

We source shallots from local sources. We have a purpose-made 

shallot-cutting machine so that the shallots are cut thinly and 

evenly. We soak our shallots in water so that it is not too strong 

and also crisps up the texture. 

So the whole process is tedious and time consuming. Each 

component takes care and effort. I like to think the amount of effort 

put into a bowl of ramen is none the less shy of what is done in 

haute cuisine. 

When I visited Taro’s, I was struck by the variation between the different 

styles of ramen you serve. I suspect many ramen shops outside of Japan 

would just serve the same noodles and toppings with different soup flavours 

— tonkotsu, shio, shoyu, miso. At Taro’s, each of your ramen styles 

(tonkotsu, shio, shoyu, etc) is quite distinct from the other — down to the 

thickness of the noodles, the cut of pork and other toppings. Why is this? 

You may be right. If a shop were to serve pre-prepared ramen, then 

the only differentiating point would be using a different soup mix 

so the difference in ramen becomes the soup. 

In Japan, there are also shops like those overseas [serving a range 

of flavours], using pre-prepared soup bases. These are usually 

found in places like a highway service area or a school cafeteria 

where they have to serve many preferences. However, I have never 

come across a shop that prides itself in creating as many different 

types of ramen properly as much as we do. This is because the 

serious shops are not expected to. Ramen is so specialized in Japan 

— you would go to “Tanaka Shoten” for tonkotsu, “Aoba” for their 

shoyu, “Hirugao” for shio, and “Gogyo” for miso. In each of the 

shops, the difference in the menu is the topping only. 

I serve various types of ramen because I took it as my mission to 

introduce good ramen to Australia and I think the definition of 

ramen includes its variety. In the future, I imagine we might spin 

off different ramens and have a miso specialty shop or a tonkotsu 

specialty shop. Because as much as I enjoy having the various items 

on the menu, it is so difficult as a business to efficiently manage 

so many different flavours. 

It seems like quality ingredients are important to your ramen philosophy 

— whether it’s your tailor-made dashi blend flown in from Osaka, or 

premium local pork or free range eggs. Have there been any challenges in 

getting the best possible ingredients for your ramen? 

I was not in the restaurant industry at the time of inception so I 

did a lot of research. Internet, phone calls, meeting people, 

attending food conventions, you name it. But I believe in ethics, 

passion, adding value and I have been really fortunate to be able 

to have found suppliers who share the same values and create 

products that are two notches above their peers. 

Right now, the challenge is wanting to support our nori  

supplier, the Hoshi family, who have been struck heavily by  

the earthquake and tsunami. They have started growing nori again 

— fortunately, their product has shown nil radiation figures  

but the Australian quarantine regulations require an individual 

specimen analysis upon import and this is not justifiable for our 

small quantity import. 

Do you see this changing at all? What have you been doing to get  

around this?

Unfortunately, I have not been able to find a quality alternative and 

I currently use a Chinese alternative which is a couple notches 
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inferior in taste and aroma but have been satisfied with the texture 

side. And I am just waiting for the regulations to ease. 

Coming back to the different types of noodles — I’m impressed that you 

make your own noodles, and that you make different styles (thin and 

straight, thin and curly, flat and straight, etc). Was it always your plan 

to serve homemade noodles, and did you plan on making so many different 

types of noodle?

Once I embarked on my plan, in-house noodle making was a natural 

course to take. The ability to custom-make any sort of noodles was 

always in my mind but for the first couple months, I was just trying 

to stabilize our standard tonkotsu and shoyu line up and didn’t 

have the time or experience to try out different variations. Now I 

am comfortable with trying new things and love experimenting and 

coming up with new noodles. 

Like the flat truffle noodles you served with your truffle ramen?

Yes, for sure!

And you brought your noodle machine over from Japan… 

Yamato Manufacturing makes the machine. It is a mixer-roller 

machine: it kneads and rolls and cuts. 

The guys at Yamato are another special supplier that I respect 

and their selfless attitude to support Yamato machine users has 

revolutionised even the Japanese noodle industry. In-house noodle 

making is the next big boom amongst proper ramen shops in Japan. 

How did you develop your recipes for the standard menu items? 

Lots of trial and adjustment. I can image a taste before I start so 

the trials are never too far off, always yummy and never any errors 

and I thoroughly enjoy the process. It is still an ongoing process. 

Aside from your normal ramen menu, you’re known for your specials — for 

example, in August you served a truffle ramen with flat, fettucine-like 

noodles. What was that like? 

I wanted to eat truffles until I knocked myself out. Honestly speaking, 

I had never had a real good understanding of what a fresh truffle 

tasted like. It’s always been one or two slices on top of a meat dish 

so I wanted a chance to actually eat the ingredient raved about as 

one of the three most gourmet ingredients in the world. Is that just 

a French or Japanese ranking? Foie gras, truffle, and caviar. 

Anyway that’s how it started. And I played around — trial and 

adjustment — with the truffle until I found out that truffles go great 

with a bit of cream, bitterness and oiliness. 

I wanted to create a dish that would knock people out, overdoing 

it with the truffles, so I kneaded truffle paste into the noodles, made 

them a flat shape so people could enjoy the truffle visually in the 

noodles, as well as create more pungency when chewed in the 

section containing the truffle. 

I also formulated the soup to match a very good Italian natural 

truffle oil to provide the underlying truffle aroma, topped with baby 

endive for a bit of visual green and that subtle bitterness, and topped 

with a whiskey cream containing my private stash of Arbor 15 year 

old scotch, and topped with a generous topping of fresh black 

truffles sliced in front of the customer for the interaction and of 

course so that the fresh cuts release the most aromatic scent. 

How do you come up with a new dish? 

Basically starts with what I want to eat, and then creating it into 

something special. In this case, the term “special” must be a special 

attractiveness — not a special discount or a special promotion. 

How has being outside Japan affected the way you make ramen? Has it 

presented any challenges? Has it given you opportunities to do things in 

a way you might not have done if you were making ramen in Japan?

If I was in Japan, there wouldn’t be the need to do such a 

wide variety… 

…because in Australia you’re trying to offer people a variety of ramen?

Yes, and there are no other shops that serve different types locally. 

Also being in Australia surrounded by non-traditional ingredients 

gives me a chance to experiment so I get to have fun, coming up 

with creations such as the truffle ramen. 

Do you pay much attention to the ramen “booms” in Japan? 

Definitely. Although, reading about them and not being able to actually 

taste them means they serve an inspirational purpose only and I will 

never be able to copy. I don’t get to go back to Japan often. 

Do these different types of ramen ever make it to your kitchen?

I think there are a few booms in Japan currently such as vegetable 

potage type soups and prawn bisque type soups which may find a 

spot in some way in the future such as in the monthly menu. 

The homemade chilli oil is my version of a boom (not ramen but 

a boom in general) that took Japan by a storm three years ago, 

“karakunai taberu rayu” (not so spicy eating chilli oil). When I 

tasted the bottle someone brought me, I was so amused that it was 

a completely different thing that I had created out of an inspiration. 



What do you eat at home when you’re not eating ramen?

I don’t have a routine. I think the joy of life is variety. I might cook 

a steak, microwave a pie, or buy a fish to cook several ways. The 

most recent job I did was purchase a chunk of white yam from a 

Chinese grocer and grated it raw, seasoned with soy sauce  

and wasabi and put on rice to make “tororo gohan,” an autumn 

Japanese favourite. 

Can you share a favourite recipe with us?

Chicken Karaage

600g chicken thighs

100g arrowroot flour

For the seasoning, mix together:

1/4 tsp salt

1 tsp minced garlic

1 tsp minced ginger

3 tbsp soy sauce

3 tbsp sake

1.5 tbsp mirin

To garnish: lemon, lettuce, Japanese mayo. 

Cut chicken thigh into 30g pieces, marinate with seasoning for  

at least three hours. 

Coat chicken in arrowroot flour, fry in 180°C oil for two minutes, 

rest two minutes, cook again for two minutes. By cooking the 

chicken twice, you don’t overcook it and it retains the juiciness. 

Substitutable with breast etc., but for juiciness, thigh is my favourite. 

Serve with lemon and Japanese mayonnaise. 

Illustration Sam Galer
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_  Shio Ramen, Anthony Kerrey

__  Tsukenmen Ramen, Caspian Ievers
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_  Fire Tonkotsu Ramen, Lissy Bonness

__  Shoyu Ramen, Sam Galer


